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The properties of bulk NaCl, NaCl�001�, and stepped NaCl�001� surfaces have been examined with density
functional theory within the plane-wave pseudopotential approach. Aiming to remedy the lack of quantitative
energetic and structural knowledge of such surfaces, we employ the local-density approximation and general-
ized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof �PBE� exchange-correlation functionals as well as the
PBE Wu-Cohen functional �Phys. Rev. B. 73, 235116 �2006�� to determine the surface energy and surface
structure of NaCl�001�. A range of 9–15 meV/Å2 is obtained for the surface energy of NaCl�001�, and the
surface is predicted to undergo only small relaxations of the top layer atoms, consistent with low-energy
electron diffraction I-V analyses. The isolated step formation energy of monoatomic �100�-like steps on
NaCl�001� is estimated to be about 40–60 meV/Å and the interaction energy between adjacent steps is weak.
Thermodynamics has been employed to determine the relative stabilities of stoichiometric �100�-like and
nonstoichiometric �111�-like steps on NaCl�001�, revealing that �100�-like steps are significantly more stable
than �111�-like steps at all accessible values of the chlorine chemical potential.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Common salt, NaCl, plays a key role in environmental
chemistry, biology, and several other scientific disciplines, as
well as being a material of obvious importance to many as-
pects of daily life. Since all bodies interact with their sur-
roundings through their surfaces, it is necessary to explore
the structure and properties of NaCl surfaces if an under-
standing of the role salt and salt particles play in the above
disciplines is to be arrived at. On the basis that one must first
understand the properties of clean surfaces before one can
understand their interaction with atoms and molecules, the
current paper focuses exclusively on flat and stepped
NaCl�001�.

Many qualitative features of the surfaces of NaCl are well
understood.1,2 It is known, for example, from the cubic equi-
librium shape of NaCl crystals, that the low-energy surface
of NaCl is the electrically neutral and stoichiometric �001�
surface. It is further understood that the Na and Cl atoms at
such surfaces will undergo only small relaxations from their
bulk truncated positions.3 It is recognized that the steps,
which invariably form at such surfaces, are stoichiometric
and nonpolar and of importance to many physical and chemi-
cal properties of NaCl.4–7 However, quantitative insight into
the properties of NaCl surfaces is, to a large extent, lacking.
This is mainly because many of the popular surface science
probes, which have been so successfully exploited to probe
the surfaces of metals, such as scanning tunneling micros-
copy, low-energy electron diffraction �LEED�, and photo-
electron spectroscopies, cannot easily be applied in a nonde-
structive manner to the surfaces of wide-band-gap ionic
materials, such as NaCl. The conventional application of
these electron-based probes to insulators can lead to surface
charging, electron-stimulated dissociation of the alkali ha-
lides, and alkali enrichment of the selvedge, all of which
hampers characterization of the surface.8

From experiment there are two main approaches to rem-
edy or at least mitigate the destructive nature of the electron-

based probes at insulating surfaces. One is to use a probe
with a low electron current. With LEED, for example, this
means the deployment of systems operating with very low
primary currents in the picoampere or low nanoampere
range. The second approach is to investigate the properties of
thin �nanometer� films of insulators supported on metallic
substrates, rather than attempting to investigate pure single
crystals of the ionic materials themselves. For NaCl�001�,
both techniques have been applied, leading to two indepen-
dent LEED I-V structure determinations9,10 that provide
valuable data with which to benchmark the accuracy of our
computational approach. Nonetheless, our general under-
standing of salt surfaces falls far behind that of metal and
semiconductor surfaces, with important issues such as the
surface energy and step formation energies of NaCl�001� re-
maining unclear. Indeed, this absence of insight into clean
NaCl�001� persists despite several recent theoretical studies
of atomic and molecular adsorption on NaCl�001�.11–14

As part of our ongoing work into the chemical and physi-
cal properties of salt surfaces,15 we aim here to elucidate
some of the key structural and energetic properties of flat and
stepped NaCl�001� with density functional theory �DFT�.
The particular interesting and unresolved issues that we in-
tend to shed light on are �i� the surface energy and atomic
structure of NaCl�001�; �ii� the step formation energy of the
most commonly observed monoatomic �100�-like steps on
NaCl�001�; �iii� the relative stabilities of Na and Cl termi-
nated �111�-like steps, their stabilities compared to the neu-
tral �100�-like steps, and insight into what conditions of tem-
perature and pressure �if any� such steps will become stable;
and �iv� the electronic structure of Na and Cl atoms at
NaCl�001� terraces and steps, aiming, in particular, to under-
stand how these atoms differ from atoms inside the bulk of a
NaCl crystal. To address these issues, we employ three dif-
ferent exchange-correlation functionals: the local-density ap-
proximation �LDA�, the generalized gradient approximation
�GGA� of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof �PBE�,16 and a re-
vised PBE from Wu and Cohen �PBE-WC�.17 The latter
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PBE-WC functional is of interest because it has been shown
to outperform PBE for the calculation of various properties
of solids and slightly improve over PBE for the surface en-
ergy of jellium, but has not yet been applied to compute the
surface energy of a real material.

The plan for the remainder of this paper is the following:
Section II provides details of the computational setup em-
ployed. In Sec. III, bulk NaCl is discussed, and in Sec. IV,
our calculations of flat NaCl�001� are presented. Section V
deals with the structure and energetics of steps at NaCl�001�,
and in Sec. VI, several aspects of the electronic structure of
flat and stepped NaCl�001� are addressed. In Sec. VII, we
draw some conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All calculations have been performed with DFT within
the plane-wave pseudopotential approach,18,19 as imple-
mented in the CASTEP code.20 Most properties reported here
have been computed with the LDA21 and the PBE GGA16

exchange-correlation functionals. In addition, the modified
PBE-WC functional17 has been used for a number of bulk
and surface calculations. This functional differs from PBE
only in the functional form of the so-called exchange en-
hancement factor, in the same spirit as the revPBE22 and
RPBE23 functionals. PBE-WC, as we refer to it here, has
been designed to give the exchange hole a more diffuse ra-
dial cutoff than the original PBE has, which is believed to be
more appropriate for the calculation of solids and their
surfaces.17,24 Indeed, PBE-WC lives up to this design feature
by showing better performance for various properties of sol-
ids such as lattice constants, bulk moduli, and the surface
energy of jellium.17

In the current work, the electron-ion interactions are de-
scribed with Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials25 ex-
panded up to a plane-wave cutoff energy of 400 eV. LDA
pseudopotentials have been used for all LDA calculations,
and likewise, GGA �PBE� pseudopotentials have been used
for all GGA �PBE and PBE-WC� calculations. Further, we
note that the well-known problem of nonlinear core-valence
electron exchange and correlation for Na �Ref. 26� has been
eliminated in the present study by treating the Na 2s and 2p
electrons as valence electrons.

The thicknesses of the NaCl slabs examined ranged from
2 to 12 layers, and a variety of periodic supercells were used
to model the different surface systems considered. For the
flat NaCl�001� surface, a �1�1� unit cell was employed, as
is observed in experiment.10 For the calculation of mono-
atomic steps on NaCl�001�, a single layer stripe of
NaCl�001� was placed on top of a four layer NaCl�001� slab.
The stoichiometric “�100�-like” steps were constructed from
three atom wide overlayer stripes of NaCl�001� separated by
1–5 atom wide lower terraces of NaCl�001� �Fig. 1�a��. Like-
wise the polar “�111�-like” steps were constructed from
NaCl�001� overlayer stripes whose “edges” were cut in such
a manner as to yield either purely Cl terminated or purely Na
terminated steps �Fig. 1�b��. More details of these models
will be given below and, in particular, for the �100�-like
steps, on which we focus, the dependence of their stability

on the width of the upper and lower terraces will be dis-
cussed �Sec. V�. In every case, a Monkhorst-Pack27 k-point
mesh with the equivalent of at least a 4�4 sampling within
the 1�1 surface unit cell was used, and the vacuum region
between slabs in adjacent cells was in excess of 11 Å.

We note that, in addition to the tests of the computational
setup discussed in the next section for bulk NaCl, careful
tests on the dependence of our computed surface energies
�Eq. �4�� and ledge energies �Eq. �5�� with regard to plane-
wave cutoff and k-point sampling were performed. These
tests, which are reported in Appendix A, reveal that our cho-
sen cutoff energy �400 eV� and k-point mesh �4�4 sam-
pling within the 1�1 surface unit cell� yield surface energies
and ledge energies converged to within 0.2 and 0.5 meV/Å,
respectively, of those obtained with a much higher cutoff
�1200 eV� and much denser k-point mesh �16�16 sampling
within the 1�1 surface unit cell�.

III. BULK NACL

The properties of bulk NaCl were examined in order to
further establish the accuracy of the current computational
setup. In particular, the equilibrium lattice constant, bulk
modulus, and various expressions for the energy of bulk
NaCl were computed and compared to experiment and pre-
vious theory.28–33 These data, which we now discuss, are
given in Table I.

Our computed lattice constants with the LDA, PBE, and
PBE-WC functionals are 5.48, 5.70, and 5.62 Å, respec-
tively, and the computed bulk moduli are 32, 23, and
25 GPa. Compared to experiment, PBE overestimates the
lattice constant and bulk modulus, whereas LDA underesti-
mates the lattice constant and bulk modulus. This is consis-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Partial sketch of the model used in the
calculation of neutral �100�-like steps on NaCl�001�, comprising a
“stripe” of NaCl atoms on top of the flat NaCl�001� surface. d is the
lower terrace distance between adjacent steps, which is varied in
separate calculations to extract the isolated step formation energies
of �100�-like steps on NaCl�001�. The dashed rectangular box rep-
resents the top half of one specific unit cell used in calculations for
the value of d shown. On the right, the direction of the computed
displacements of the surface atoms in the vicinity of a step is indi-
cated by the arrows. �b� A partial sketch of the model used in the
calculation of the polar �111�-like steps on NaCl�001�. The over-
layer stripes are cut to yield either purely Cl terminated or purely
Na terminated steps. Note that although only one layer of
NaCl�001� is shown, four layer thick NaCl slabs were used in all
step calculations. Dark �blue� cubes or circles represent Na atoms,
whereas light �gray� cubes or circles represent Cl atoms.
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tent with what is generally known about the performance of
these functionals for solids and, for the specific case of NaCl,
consistent with previous LDA and PBE calculations. In par-
ticular, our values agree well with recent full-potential
linearized-augmented plane-wave29 �FP-LAPW� and projec-
tor augmented wave plus plane-wave30 �PAW-PW� studies,
as can be seen from Table I. As expected, the PBE-WC func-
tional shows improvements over both LDA and PBE, yield-
ing a lattice constant �5.62 Å� and a bulk modulus �25 GPa�
which are closer to experimental results than the two other
functionals, also in agreement with the original PBE-WC
paper.17

The energetic stability of ionic crystals is typically re-
ported in a variety of different manners, such as the forma-
tion energy, the cohesive energy, and the lattice energy. We
have computed each of these quantities with the LDA, PBE,
and PBE-WC functionals and now discuss each in turn. The
formation energy �Ef� of bulk NaCl at zero Kelvin �neglect-
ing contributions from zero point vibrations� is defined as

Ef = ENaCl�s� − ENa�s� −
1

2
ECl2�g�, �1�

where ENaCl�s�, ENa�s�, and ECl2�g� refer to the total energies of
bulk NaCl, bulk Na, and gas phase Cl2 molecules, respec-
tively. Our computed formation energies with the LDA,
PBE, and PBE-WC functionals are −3.89, −3.63, and
−3.65 eV, respectively. The corresponding experimental
value is −4.26 eV. Thus all functionals employed here pre-

dict too small a value of the formation energy. This underes-
timation is consistent with the only other GGA-PBE report
of the formation energy of NaCl, which gave −3.68 eV.30

We have tried to identify the source of the error in the DFT
formation energies. It does not appear to come from the Na
bulk reference state since the cohesive energy of bulk Na is
rather accurately computed with all three functionals: 1.25,
1.08, and 1.10 eV, within the current computational setup for
the LDA, PBE, and PBE-WC functionals compared to the
experimental value of 1.11 eV. A more likely source for the
too low Ef is an error in the Cl2 molecule, the bond strength
of which is overestimated by all three functionals: 3.69, 2.91,
and 3.13 eV for the LDA, PBE, and PBE-WC functionals
compared to an experimental value of 2.52 eV. However, we
caution that this is only part of the story and that errors most
certainly exist in the NaCl bulk total energies too, since the
Cl2 bond strengths alone do not provide a quantitative ac-
count of the computed Ef for all three functionals.

The cohesive energy �Ecoh� and lattice energy �LE� of
NaCl at zero Kelvin �without corrections for zero point mo-
tion� are defined as follows:

Ecoh = ENa�atom� + ECl�atom� − ENaCl�s�, �2�

LE = ENaCl�s� − ENa+�ion� − ECl−�ion�, �3�

where ENa�atom�, ENa+�ion�, ECl�atom�, and ECl−�ion� refer to the
total energy of isolated Na and Cl atoms and ions, respec-
tively. The two quantities differ in how the isolated Na and

TABLE I. Calculated and measured values for the equilibrium lattice constant �a0�, the bulk modulus
�B0�, the formation energy �Ef�, the cohesive energy �Ecoh�, and the lattice energy �LE� of NaCl. The
computed values reported here that come closest to the experimental values for each of the above quantities
are indicated in bold.

Note Functional
a0

�Å�
B0

�GPa�
Ef

�eV�
Ecoh

�eV�
LE

�eV�

This study LDA 5.48 32.0 −3.89 6.96 8.39

PBE 5.70 23.2 −3.63 6.16 7.59

PBE-WC 5.62 24.7 −3.65 6.28 7.91

Previous DFT

AE-GTOa LDA 5.48 35.2 8.52

AE-GTOa PW91 5.75 22.9 7.65

FP-LAPWb LDA 5.46 32.2

FP-LAPWb PBE 5.69 25.1

PAW-PWc PBE 5.70 23.4 −3.68 6.17

PP-PWd PBE-WC 5.62 25.4

Experiment

5.63e 26.6f −4.26g 6.62g 8.20e

aAll electron, full potential, Gaussian-type orbital �Ref. 28�.
bAll electron, full potential, LAPW �Ref. 29�.
cAll electron, frozen core PAW, plane wave �Ref. 30�.
dPseudopotential, plane wave �Ref. 17�.
eReference 31.
fReference 32.
gReference 33.
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Cl species are defined: for Ecoh, it is one comprised of Na
and Cl atoms, whereas for LE it is one comprised of charged
ions. From Table I, it can be seen that all functionals do a
reasonable job at predicting Ecoh, coming within 0.5 eV �7%�
of the experimental value �6.62 eV�. Specifically, the com-
puted values are 6.96, 6.16, and 6.28 eV for LDA, PBE, and
PBE-WC, respectively. Again, where comparison with previ-
ous DFT calculations is possible, our computed �PBE� value
is very close �0.01 eV away� to the previous PAW-PW
report.30

For the calculation of the lattice energy, similar quality
results are obtained with the computed values of LE being
8.39, 7.59, and 7.91 eV with the LDA, PBE, and PBE-WC
functionals, respectively, compared to the experimental value
of 8.20 eV. We note, however, that for the calculation of the
charged �Na+ and Cl−� ions in our periodic supercell, it was
necessary to apply the correction of Makov and Payne34 to
obtain reliable ionization energies and electron affinities for
Na and Cl. Our computed values for LE with the LDA
�8.39 eV� and PBE �7.59 eV� functionals are close to the
values of 8.52 and 7.65 eV reported before for the LDA and
PW91 �Ref. 35� functionals in a periodic DFT study of alkali
halides with basis sets comprised of Gaussian-type orbitals.28

In conclusion, we have established the accuracy of the
current computational setup and made comparisons to ex-
periment and previous theory when possible. As reported be-
fore, PBE-WC improves over PBE �and LDA� for the calcu-
lation of the lattice constant and bulk modulus of NaCl.
However, when it comes to the calculation of the energetics
of bulk NaCl, it is difficult to see too much improvement
with PBE-WC.

IV. NACL(001)

A. Structure of NaCl(001)

The NaCl�001� surface was examined with the LDA,
PBE, and PBE-WC functionals. In Table II, our computed
DFT values for some key structural parameters of
NaCl�001�, obtained from calculations with 12 layer thick
slabs, are reported. In particular, the interlayer spacing and
intralayer buckling of the Na and Cl atoms of the top three

layers are given along with the experimental values deter-
mined from the two LEED I-V studies.9,10 It is encouraging
that all three DFT functionals agree well with each other.
Specifically, a contraction of the interlayer distance between
the first and second layers ��12� of about 0.5% is predicted
by all three functionals and a small buckling in the height of
the Na and Cl atoms in the top layer of 0.07–0.11 Å is
obtained. We note that a positive value for the buckling im-
plies that the Cl atoms have relaxed outward �toward the
vacuum� relative to the Na atoms. The trends in the buckling
and relaxations predicted here agree with the LEED analy-
ses, although our predicted first to second layer relaxation at
0.5% is smaller than that obtained from LEED �1.4% from
the single crystal study10 and �3% from the experiments on
the thin metal-supported NaCl films9�. Aside from the relax-
ation and buckling of the top layer atoms, the atoms in other
layers remain almost exactly at their bulk truncated posi-
tions. Specifically, the interlayer spacing between the second
and third layers ��23� differs from the bulk value by �0.1%
in our calculations and 0.11% in experiment,10 and the buck-
ling of the Na and Cl atoms in the second layer ��2�Cl-Na�� is
reduced to between −0.01 and −0.04 Å in our calculations
and −0.02 Å in experiment.10 By the time the third layer is
reached, both DFT and LEED agree that the bulk, nonbuck-
led, limit has been reached.

B. Surface energy of NaCl(001)

The surface energy is a basic thermodynamic quantity of a
surface, of crucial importance to the equilibrium shape of
crystals. However, it is an incredibly difficult quantity to
determine experimentally,36,37 and, indeed, most experimen-
tal surface energy measurements of NaCl �and other materi-
als� go back to the 1960s and 1970s.38 For NaCl, this has led
to a large range of 11–24 meV/Å2 for the surface energy of
NaCl�001�. We illustrate this with the plot in Fig. 2�a� and
aim here to make a contribution from first principles theory
toward narrowing this range somewhat.

The surface energy is defined as

� = �Eslab − NEbulk�/A , �4�

where Eslab is the total energy of the NaCl slab and Ebulk is
the total energy of a NaCl formula unit in bulk NaCl. The

TABLE II. The relaxation of the interlayer distance ��� as a percentage of the lattice constant and
intralayer buckling ��i�Cl-Na�� in Angstom as obtained from DFT calculations with 12 layer NaCl slabs and
from LEED I-V analyses. The subscripts designate the various NaCl layers with 1, 2, and 3 being the top
layer, the first subsurface, and second subsurface layers, respectively.

�12

�%�
�23

�%�
�1�Cl-Na�

�Å�
�2�Cl-Na�

�Å�
�3�Cl-Na�

�Å�

LDA −0.55 0.07 0.072 −0.009 0.000

PBE −0.60 0.02 0.110 −0.030 0.000

PBE-WC −0.46 0.10 0.107 −0.035 0.000

NaCl�001�a −1.43 0.10 0.14±0.003 −0.02±0.004 0.00±0.003

NaCl/Pd�100�b −3.19 0.35 0.12±0.03 0.003±0.03

NaCl/Pt�111�b −2.84 0.35 0.12±0.04 0.01±0.04

aReference 10.
bReference 9.
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number of NaCl formula units in the slab is N, and A is the
surface area of the slab. For all three exchange-correlation
functionals, slabs of 2–12 layer thickness were examined,
leading to the computed values of � displayed in Fig. 2�b�.
Two features of Fig. 2�b� are apparent. First, � is extremely
insensitive to the number of layers used in the calculation.
The computed values of � with the two layer slabs differ
from those computed with the 12 layer slabs, by
�0.5 meV/Å2 for all three functionals. Second, the choice
of exchange-correlation functional has a noticeable and sig-
nificant impact on �, with � being �14.6, �9.0, and
�9.4 meV/Å2 with the LDA, PBE, and PBE-WC function-
als, respectively.

In the absence of reliable experimental measurements of
the surface energy of NaCl�001�, it is difficult to say which
functional yields the most reliable value of �. However, we
can make a qualitative judgment by drawing upon experi-
ence from other materials. When comparison to experiment
is possible, as it most often is for metals, it is typically found
that the PBE values are smaller than the experimental ones,
with LDA being the closer of the two to experiment.39–41 In
addition, the recent DFT and diffusion quantum Monte
Carlo42 �DMC� studies for the surface energy of MgO�001�
find that the LDA value is about 30% larger than the PBE
value and, moreover, that the LDA value is considerably
closer to the, in principle, more reliable DMC result. Finally,
we note that the surface energy of NaCl�001� predicted from
the PBE-WC functional is about 4% larger than the one ob-
tained with PBE. Thus for the surface energy of NaCl�001�,
PBE-WC does not appear to offer any significantly improved
performance over PBE. Overall, in the absence of a well-
defined experimental value or calculation results superior to
those provided by DFT, it seems reasonable to suggest that
the best estimate of the surface energy of NaCl�001� is the
one proposed here of 9.0–15.0 meV/Å2.

V. STEPS ON NACL(001)

Steps are ubiquitous at surfaces and play an interesting
and important role in determining the physical and chemical
properties of materials. For example, on NaCl�001� nonpolar
monoatomic steps observed with atomic force microscopy

have been seen to be the active sites for water adsorption and
NaCl dissolution.4 However, quantitative information from
either experiment or first principles theory for steps on NaCl
is absent, and in particular, the energetic cost to create steps
on NaCl is not known. Here, we aim to make a start at
remedying this situation by determining the formation ener-
gies of and relative stabilities between stoichiometric �100�-
like and nonstoichiometric �111�-like steps.

A. Nonpolar (100)-like steps

To begin we introduce a quantity, the ledge energy, which
is defined as

Eledge = �Eslab − NEbulk − �A�/2L , �5�

where Eslab is the total energy of the relaxed stepped surface,
which contains N formula units of NaCl. As before, Ebulk is
the bulk energy of a NaCl formula unit and � is the com-
puted NaCl�001� surface energy. The surface area of the slab
is A, and L is the length of the step in the unit cell. Since
there are two equivalent step edges in each unit cell, the
ledge energy is divided by 2. From the above definition, it
can be seen that the ledge energy is the excess energy the
stepped surface has over the flat NaCl�001� surface. This
differs from the step formation energy of an isolated step by
the step-step interaction between neighboring steps. By ex-
amining the dependence of the ledge energy on the width of
the terrace that separates neighboring steps, however, the iso-
lated step formation energy �Estep� can be extracted with the
aid of the following relation:43–45

Eledge = Estep + B/d2, �6�

where B /d2 represents the step-step interaction between
neighboring steps and d is the lower terrace length, as shown
in Fig. 1. The 1/d2 dependence comes from the fact that both
elastic and electrostatic effects give rise to a dipolar �1/d2�
step-step interaction.44,45

To obtain the step energy of �100�-like steps, DFT PBE
calculations with three different values of the lower terrace
width d were performed. Specifically, calculations with d
equal to 1, 2, and 3 Na-Cl-Na nearest neighbor distances
were performed. With the DFT PBE Na-Cl-Na distance of

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Measured and computed values of the surface energy of NaCl�001� since 1917, along with the LDA, PBE, and
PBE-WC values determined here. The references corresponding to the previously reported values are given in Ref. 38. �b� The dependence
of the computed surface energy of NaCl�001� on the number of NaCl layers and exchange-correlation functional used.
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5.70 Å, the width of the lower terrace thus ranges from
5.70 to 17.10 Å. The ledge energies obtained from these cal-
culations are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of 1/d2, and from
this, a PBE step formation energy of �42 meV/Å for mono-
atomic �100�-like steps on NaCl�001� is determined.

An additional feature of the data displayed in Fig. 3 is that
the interaction between adjacent steps is quite weak since the
slope of the fitted line is rather shallow. Indeed, even for the
system with the shortest intervening terrace between the
steps, i.e., d=5.70 Å, the ledge energy is within 5 meV/Å of
the extrapolated value. For the systems with the two larger
intervening terraces the step-step interaction across the lower
terrace is essentially zero.46 An implication of this is that for
this system, although certainly not in general, Eledge is an
excellent approximation for Estep.

The data fitted to Eq. �6� and used to extract Estep in Fig.
3 were all obtained with a fixed upper terrace width of one
Na-Cl-Na distance. A calculation of the ledge energy with a
wider upper terrace, equal to two Na-Cl-Na distances, yields
a value of Eledge that differs from that obtained with the regu-
lar upper terrace by only 4 meV/Å. Such a small change
demonstrates that Eledge is also rather insensitive to the upper
terrace width and indicates that our computed PBE step for-
mation energy of �42 meV/Å is reasonably robust to
changes in the surface model employed. For the exchange-
correlation functional, however, it is a different story and, as
we saw with the surface energy, the choice of exchange-
correlation functional has a significant impact on the com-
puted value. Specifically, the LDA ledge energy for a stepped
surface with a lower terrace width of one Na-Cl-Na distance
is 58 meV/Å, compared to the equivalent PBE result of
47 meV/Å. Thus, as with the surface energy, the LDA value
exceeds that of the PBE by �25%. Again, in the absence of
experimental measurements for the step formation energy on
NaCl�001�, we speculate that the real value of Estep is within
the range provided by the PBE and LDA functionals
�40–60 meV/Å�.

Before moving to the �111�-like steps, we briefly discuss
the optimized structure of the �100�-like steps computed

here. How the atoms displace in the vicinity of the �100�-like
step from their bulk truncated positions is indicated by the
arrows on the right of Fig. 1. Overall we find that, as with the
flat NaCl�001� surface, the atoms near the steps only undergo
moderate displacements; displacements larger than 0.20 Å
from their bulk truncated positions are not observed for any
of the atoms in the step simulations. In particular, we find
that the atoms not directly located at the step behave essen-
tially as they do on the flat NaCl�001� surface; i.e., the sur-
face layer Cl atoms are displaced toward the vacuum,
whereas the surface layer Na atoms move toward the bulk.
The Na and Cl atoms directly located at the top of the step
undergo similar upward and downward movements, but now
also undergo displacements inward toward the step. The net
result is a 0.13 Å displacement of the upper step Cl atoms
along a plane tilted by 45° from the surface plane and a
0.18 Å displacement for the upper step Na atoms along a
plane tilted by 27° from the surface plane. The atoms directly
beneath the upper step atoms are naturally affected by the
movement of their upper neighbors, and both types of atom
undergo an upward relaxation of 0.15 Å.

B. Polar (111)-like steps

Based on the equilibrium crystal shape of NaCl crystals, it
is known that stoichiometric �100�-like steps are more stable
than other candidates such as nonstoichiometric �111�-like
steps. However, the relative stabilities of �100� and other
terminations of step are not known nor is it known under
what conditions, if any, other types of step will become fa-
vorable. To explore this issue, we have compared the stabili-
ties of �100�-like steps with two alternative polar steps; spe-
cifically, a purely Cl terminated �111�-like step and a purely
Na terminated �111�-like step, illustrations of which are
given in Fig. 4. Since the �111�-like terminations are nonsto-
ichiometric, i.e., they contain a different number of Na and
Cl atoms in the simulation cell, we are unable to directly

FIG. 3. �Color online� DFT-PBE ledge energy, as defined in Eq.
�5�, associated with a �100�-like step on NaCl�001� as a function of
the inverse distance between neighboring steps. d is varied from
one to three Na-Cl-Na distances, as indicated by the schematic
structures. A linear fit �Eq. �6�, solid line� to the three points yields
a PBE based estimate of the isolated step formation energy
�42 meV/Å. A single point �triangle� obtained with a wider upper
terrace �two Na-Cl-Na distances wide� indicates that the computed
ledge energy is reasonably insensitive to the width of the upper
terrace.

FIG. 4. �Color online� DFT-PBE ledge energy of �100�-like and
�111�-like steps as a function of Cl2 chemical potential. The zero of
the Cl2 chemical potential axis corresponds to the total energy of
gas phase Cl2 molecules, as defined in Eq. �B3�. Two temperature
scales at 1 and 10−10 atm are also given as well as partial illustra-
tions of the models used for each type of step calculation. Note that
although only two layers of NaCl�001� are shown, four layer thick
NaCl slabs were used in all step calculations.
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determine the ledge energy from Eq. �5�, as we did for the
�100�-like step. However, it is reasonably straightforward to
reformulate the ledge energy as defined in Eq. �5� into a
thermodynamic expression based on chemical potentials.
This has been done in Appendix B and leads to the following
expression for the ledge energy:

Eledge = �Eslab − NNa�ENa�s� + �Ef −
1

2
�Cl2	


−
1

2
NCl�ECl2�g� + �Cl2

� − �A�/2L , �7�

where NNa and NCl are the numbers of Na and Cl atoms in
the simulation cell. The only other new quantity introduced
in Eq. �7� is �Cl2

, the chemical potential of Cl2 molecules in
the gas phase. Thus we have an expression for the ledge
energy, dependent solely on the chemical potential of Cl2
molecules, which allows us to compare the relative stability
of stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric steps. Further, as
shown in Appendix B, an estimate of the temperature and
pressure dependences of the relative stabilities of differently
terminated steps can be obtained by expressing �Cl2

in terms
of temperature and pressure of the Cl2 gas phase.

The change of ledge energy of the purely Cl or purely Na
terminated �111�-like steps as well as the stoichiometric
�100�-like steps is plotted as a function of �Cl2

in Fig. 4. In
addition, the temperature dependence of the ledge energy at
two specific pressures �1 atm and ultrahigh vacuum
�10−10 atm�� is also given. The two key conclusions we draw
from Fig. 4 are the following: �i� the �100�-like step is sig-
nificantly more stable than either termination of �111�-like
step at all allowed values of the Cl2 chemical potential. Typi-
cally, the ledge energy for the �100�-like step is at least
0.1 eV/Å lower than either of the nonstoichiometric steps,
and �ii� the �111�-like Cl terminated step is more stable than
the Na terminated step at all values of the Cl2 chemical po-
tential down to −1.7 eV. From the temperature and pressure
scales given, one can thus see that the Cl terminated step is
more stable than its Na counterpart at all experimentally ac-
cessible temperatures and pressures.

VI. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

Before ending, we briefly address some aspects of the
electronic structure of the NaCl surfaces examined here. In

particular, we discuss how the electronic structures of the
atoms at the clean and stepped surfaces differ from the atoms
in bulk NaCl.

The density of states �DOS� and projected density of
states �PDOS� for bulk NaCl, as obtained with the PBE func-
tional, are plotted in Fig. 5. NaCl is an insulator with a wide
band gap. The computed PBE �direct� Kohn-Sham band gap
within the current computational setup is 5.0 eV. As ex-
pected with such a semilocal GGA functional, this is signifi-
cantly smaller than the experimental optical value of
8.5 eV.47 The computed width of the valence band is, how-
ever, at 1.6 eV, in better agreement with the experimental
value of 1.8 eV.48 The NaCl valence band is essentially com-
prised of Cl 3p states, as can be seen from the PDOS plot in
Fig. 5�b�. From the PDOS plot, it can further be seen that the
bottom of the conduction band is predicted to be of Na �3s�
character. This is the conventional interpretation of the NaCl
conduction band. However, there has been some discussion,
which is indeed born out by closer inspection of the indi-
vidual Kohn-Sham orbitals of the bulk NaCl electronic struc-
ture, that the Cl 4s contribution to the bottom of the valence
band is not insignificant.49–51

Moving to the surface, we plot the surface band structure
and layer resolved DOS in Fig. 6, both of which were ob-
tained from a 12 layer NaCl slab calculation. The computed
valence bandwidth �1.6 eV� and band gap �5.0 eV� are es-
sentially identical to the values computed for bulk NaCl.
Further, as predicted long ago by Levine and Mark,52 we find
that the NaCl surface does not exhibit any surface states.
Indeed, as could be partly anticipated from the small relax-
ation and buckling at the surface, we do not see any major
changes in the electronic structure upon moving from the
bulk of NaCl to the �001� surface.

By looking closely at the layer resolved DOS �Fig. 6�b��,
a pronounced but still small effect is visible. Specifically, we
see that as we move from the interior of the slab to the
surface, the valence band narrows and its center of gravity
moves closer to the valence band maximum: compare the
DOS for layers 6, 3, 2, and 1 in Fig. 6�b�. It is clear from Fig.
6�b�, however, that, as with the structural relaxations at the
NaCl�001� surface, the bulk properties are recovered almost
immediately with the second layer DOS already very close to
that of the bulk. A similar effect is also seen through the Cl
PDOS plots displayed in Fig. 7. Here, the PDOSs associated
with a Cl atom in bulk NaCl, at the surface of NaCl�001�,
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FIG. 5. �a� Band structure of bulk NaCl, as obtained from a DFT-PBE calculation. �b� Total density of states �DOS� and projected
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and at a step on NaCl�001� are displayed. Again, one can see
that the Cl 3p valence band center moves closer to the va-
lence band maximum as one goes from a Cl atom in bulk to
one at a step. Correlated with these changes in the DOS is an
increase in the computed Mulliken charge of the Na and Cl
atoms upon moving from the bulk to the surface, to the steps,
as can be seen from Table III.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

To recap, bulk NaCl and flat and stepped NaCl�001� have
been examined with density functional theory. The properties
of bulk NaCl have been computed with the LDA, PBE, and
PBE-WC exchange-correlation functionals. Our results agree
with previous theoretical studies, and the PBE-WC func-
tional offers improved performance over both LDA and PBE
in the description of key bulk properties such as the equilib-
rium lattice constant and bulk modulus. However, when it
comes to the calculation of energetic properties of bulk NaCl
such as the formation energy, cohesive energy, and lattice
energy, it is difficult to see too much improvement with
PBE-WC compared to PBE.

For the structure of NaCl�001�, we find only a small in-
ward relaxation of �0.6% for the top layer and a consider-
ably smaller relaxation for the second to third interlayer dis-
tances ��0.06% �. A small buckling between Cl and Na

atoms in the top layer, �0.1 Å, is also predicted. All three
exchange-correlation functionals agree on this behavior,
which is largely in agreement with the LEED I-V
analyses,9,10 although the absolute magnitude of the top layer
relaxation is somewhat smaller than the values of 1.4% and
�3% that come from LEED.

The surface energy of NaCl�001� is estimated to be in the
range from 9 to 15 meV/Å2, as obtained from the three
exchange-correlation functionals. In light of the absence of
reliable experimental surface energy measurements of
NaCl�001�, it is difficult to identify one functional as being
clearly superior to the others. However, we have discussed
how the surface energies obtained from the LDA and PBE
functionals often straddle the true value, with LDA likely to
be the closer of the two. An improved estimate of the surface
energy of NaCl�001� must await either new experiments or
more potent calculations than those provided in the current
work, both of which are now clearly needed.

The energetics of steps on NaCl�001� has been examined.
The formation energy of isolated �100�-like steps on
NaCl�100� is �42 meV/Å as obtained from PBE, with the
LDA value expected to be about 20% larger. Placing our
computed step energy in a broader context, we note that it is
a rather small step formation energy, close to the noble met-
als silver and copper, for example.44,45,53 Further, the inter-
action between neighboring steps is small, never more than
5 meV/Å for the systems examined here.

The ledge energy of polar �111�-like steps has also been
evaluated, allowing us to compare the relative stabilities of
purely Cl or purely Na terminated steps with each other and
with the neutral �100�-like steps. It is found that the �100�-
like terminated steps are significantly more stable than either
of the �111�-like terminated steps at all allowed values of the
chlorine chemical potential. Further, it is found that the Cl

TABLE III. The computed DFT-PBE Mulliken charges on Cl
and Na atoms in bulk NaCl, at the �001� surface of NaCl, and at the
stoichiometric �100�-like steps.

Charge �e� Na Cl

Bulk 0.54 −0.54

Surface 0.61 −0.59

Step 0.67 −0.62

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Band structure of a 12 layer NaCl�001� slab, as obtained from a DFT-PBE calculation. �b� The layer resolved
density of states of the first three layers and the sixth layer of a 12 layer NaCl�001� slab. The horizontal �green� line indicates the center of
the valence band in each case. The energy zero is the top of the valence band.

FIG. 7. �Color online� PDOS of a single Cl atom �solid line� and
a single Na atom �dashed line� positioned at the step, the surface,
and the interior �bulk� of a stepped NaCl�001� slab, as obtained
from a DFT-PBE calculation. Only the top of the valence band
�Cl 3p� and the bottom of the conduction band are displayed. The
horizontal �green� line indicates the position of the center of the
valence band in each case. The energy zero is the top of the valence
band.
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terminated steps are more stable than the Na terminated steps
down to values of �Cl=−1.7 eV, which effectively means
that Cl terminated steps are more stable than Na terminated
steps at all accessible temperatures and pressures.

Finally, the electronic structure of bulk NaCl, flat
NaCl�001�, and stepped NaCl�001� has been briefly dis-
cussed. As with the atomic structure, the electron density in
the surface region is not perturbed to any great extent by the
presence of the surface. The main effect is a small narrowing
and upshift of the valence band DOS as one moves from the
bulk to the subsurface region, to the flat surface, and to the
steps.
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APPENDIX A

Some of the tests carried out in order to determine the
numerical accuracy of the computational setup employed in
this study are reported here. Specifically, convergence tests
on the dependence of the surface energy on the plane-wave
cutoff �Fig. 8�a�� and k-point mesh �Fig. 8�b�� used are pre-
sented as are convergence tests on the dependence of the
ledge energy on the plane-wave cutoff �Fig. 8�c�� and k-point
mesh �Fig. 8�d��. In all calculations, a fixed four layer NaCl
slab was used and the Monkhorst-Pack k-point meshes re-
ported correspond to the sampling per 1�1 surface unit cell.
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that our chosen cutoff energy
�400 eV� and k-point mesh �4�4� yield surface energies and
ledge energies converged to within 0.2 meV/Å2 and
0.5 meV/Å, respectively, of those obtained with a much

higher cutoff �1200 eV� and much denser k-point mesh �16
�16�1�.

APPENDIX B

Here, we briefly sketch the thermodynamic route that
takes us from Eq. �5� to Eq. �7�, which enables the ledge
energy of stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric steps on
NaCl�001� to be compared. As given in Eq. �5�, the ledge is

Eledge = �Eslab − Ebulk − �A�/2L ,

where Ebulk is the energy of the �stoichiometric� NaCl for-
mula unit in bulk NaCl. The well-known problem is that one
cannot define the energy of the atomic species in a com-
pound like NaCl, and thus one cannot determine Eledge for a
nonstoichiometric system, i.e., one in which there are differ-
ent numbers of Na and Cl atoms. However, by employing
thermodynamics and considering Na and Cl as “subunits” of
NaCl, the problem can be quite effectively sidestepped.

To begin, we consider the equilibrium condition for NaCl,
which we express as

�ENa�s� + �Na� +
1

2
�ECl2�g� + �Cl2

� = Ef + ENaCl�s�, �B1�

where, as before, Ef is the formation energy of NaCl, and
ENa�s�, ECl2�g�, and ENaCl�s� are the total energies of Na atoms
in bulk Na, gas phase Cl2 molecules, and bulk NaCl, respec-
tively. Setting the total energies to zero yields a formation
energy for NaCl that is now given by the chemical potentials
of chlorine molecules, �Cl2

, and Na atoms, �Na:

�Na +
1

2
�Cl2

= Ef . �B2�

If we choose the chemical potential of Cl2, �Cl2
, as the only

independent variable, then its accessible range is obviously
given by

Ef �
1

2
�Cl2

� 0, �B3�

where the lower limit, the “chlorine poor” limit, is the com-
puted heat of formation of NaCl, which with the PBE func-
tional is −3.63 eV �Table I�. By construction, the other limit,
the “chlorine rich” limit, is given by ECl2�g�, the computed
total energy of gas phase chlorine molecules. Combining
Eqs. �B1� and �B2� thus leads to the expression for the ledge
energy given in Eq. �7�,

Eledge = �Eslab − NNa�ENa�s� + �Ef −
1

2
�Cl2	


−
1

2
NCl�ECl2�g� + �Cl2

� − �A�/2L ,

where Eledge now depends only on the chemical potential of
Cl2 molecules.

Further, treating the Cl2 molecules as an ideal-gas reser-
voir allows us to extract the temperature and pressure depen-
dences of the chlorine chemical potential, �Cl�T , p�, which

FIG. 8. �Color online� Variation of the computed PBE surface
energy of a four layer NaCl�001� slab with �a� plane-wave cutoff
energy and �b� k-point mesh. ��c� and �d�� As for �a� and �b� but
now for the ledge energy.
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gives crude temperature and pressure dependences for the
relative stabilities of the differently terminated steps on
NaCl�001�. Specifically, the chlorine chemical potential is
given by

�Cl�T,p� =
1

2
ECl2�g� + ��Cl�T,p�

=
1

2
�ECl2�g� + �Cl2

�T,p0� + kBT ln� pCl2

p0 	
 ,

�B4�

where, as before, ECl2�g� is the computed DFT total energy of
a Cl2 molecule and ��Cl�T , p� thus incorporates the tempera-
ture and pressure dependences of the chlorine chemical po-
tential, with the contribution from rotations and vibrations of
the molecule, as well as the ideal-gas entropy at p0=1 atm
incorporated in �Cl2

�T , p0�. Boltzmann’s constant and tem-
perature are, of course, kB and T, respectively. �Cl2

�T , p0� can
be computed from first principles or, as we have done here,
taken from thermodynamic tables33 yielding the chlorine
chemical potential at any particular temperature and pressure
of interest.
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